### Statutory & Regulatory Law

**California**

**Statutes**  
*Chronological arrangement of laws passed by Congress or the state legislature.*

- *Statutes of California and Digests of Measures.* Reference KFC 25 C2 (1855- )
- Index: in the last volume of each year
- Updated by: *West's California Legislative Service.* Reference KFC 30 W4
- Internet: [www.leginfo.ca.gov/statute.html](http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/statute.html) 1993-  
- Sample citation: Stats 1986 ch. 29

**Codes**  
*Subject arrangement (codification) of the statutes currently in effect.*

- *West's Annotated California Codes.* Reference KFC 30 W4
- Indexes:  
  - *West's...General Index.* Reference KFC 30 W4 index
  - *LARMAC Consolidated Index.* Reference KFC 30 W42 index
- Updated by: pocket parts
- Internet: [www.leginfo.ca.gov/calaw.html](http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/calaw.html)
- Sample citation: Pen 1203

**Regulations**  
*Administrative law. Rules & regulations made by federal & state executive agencies.*

- *California Code of Regulations (CCR).* Reference KFC 35 1990 A22
  - Index: Reference KFC 35 1990 A22 index
  - Updated by: *Code of California Regulatory Notice Register* (weekly; current 18 months only)  
    Shelved at the end of the CCR.
  - Internet: [ccr.oal.ca.gov/notice.htm](http://ccr.oal.ca.gov/notice.htm)
  - Sample citation: 18 CCR 1106

**Federal**

**Statutes**  
*Chronological arrangement of laws passed by Congress or the state legislature.*

- *United States Statutes at Large.* Reference KF 47 U5 (1789-1940; 2000- )
- Index: in the last volume of each year
- Updated by: *West's California Legislative Service.* Reference KFC 30 W4
- Sample citation: 94 Stat 2835; PL 96-513

**Codes**  
*Subject arrangement (codification) of the statutes currently in effect.*

- *U.S. Code Annotated (USCA).* Reference KF 62 1927 W3
- *United States Code (USC).* Reference KF 62 2000
  - Indexes: *General Index* volumes are at the end of each code set
  - Updated by: pocket parts and supplements
- Sample citation: 5 USC 557; 5 USCA 557

**Regulations**  
*Administrative law. Rules & regulations made by federal & state executive agencies.*

- *Code of Federal Regulations (CFR).* Reference KF 70 A3
  - Index: Reference KF 70 A3 index
  - Updated by: *Federal Register* (daily) Reference KF 70 A2
- Internet: [www.gpoaccess.gov/nara/](http://www.gpoaccess.gov/nara/)
- Sample citation: 26 CFR 1.167(a)-1

### Locating Laws by Popular Name


*Popular Name Tables* are also in the indexes for each code (listed in the above table).
Fresno County & City Laws

Fresno County Ordinance Code.
Reference JS 414 .F77 (kept up to date by supplements)

Zoning Division of the Fresno County Ordinance Code.
Reference KFC 811 .F74 1980 (looseleaf)

Charter of the County of Fresno.
Reference KFC 1199 .F7 A35 1980

Municipal Code and Charter of the City of Fresno City.
Reference JS 866 .A3 1956 (looseleaf)

State Laws

National Survey of State Laws.
Reference KF 386 .N38 2003

Constitutional Law

Reference KF 62 1927 .W32

West’s Annotated California Codes. Constitution.
Reference KFC 30 .W4 v. 1-3

Constitution of the United States and the State of California.
Reference KFC 680 1879 .A355 also Gov Info Reference, Calif C 825

Constitution of the United States of America: Analysis and Interpretation.
Reference KF 4527 U54 2004

Constitutions of the United States, National and State.
Reference KF 4530 C6 1974 (looseleaf)

Encyclopedia of the American Constitution.
Reference KF 4548 E53 2000

Guides

Congressional Quarterly’s Guide to Congress.
Reference JK 1021 .C565 2000

Congressional Quarterly Almanac.
Reference JK 1.C663


Federal Regulatory Directory.
Reference Desk and Gov Info Reference KF 5406 .A15 F4

Reference JK 8716 G85 1992

West’s Annotated California Code Research Guide.
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